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The LCS Conference table rises to the needs of flexible
meeting spaces.

Whether it is for a large formal conference room, or a casual
meeting space, this height adjustable conference table
e�ortlessly transitions from seated height to standing. The
LCS Conference table is supported by a secure, yet
elegantly, stitched neather covered base. Discreet wire
management keeps cables out of sight while the innovative
cantilever design can support the weight of up to 375lbs.
Electric height adjustable bases and seated fixed-height
bases are available.

LCS table, Lounge, Conference or Standing height with the
push of a button.

Surface Shapes
All standard Nienkämper veneers and laminates

Edge Details

Taper Edge (TE)

Flowform Edge (FF) Camber Edge (CE)

Self Edge (SE)

Facet Edge (FF)

Vox®  Simple Pop Forum

Connectivity
Nienkämper o�ers connectivity solutions for LCS 
Conference tables. Vox® Simple Forum and Simple 
Pop-Up o�ers power, USB charging and AV connectivity.

All cables are concealed on the underside of the table by 
metal shrouds. Shrouds come standard in a black 
powder coat finish.

Sizes
LCS Conference tables are available in standard sizes:
Width: 42”, 48”, 54”, 60”
Length: 96”, 108”, 120”, 132”, 144”, 156”

Rectangular

Super Elipse Racetrack

BoatRectangular with 
soft corner

Base Finish

Black Neather
Contrast Stitching

Charcoal Neather
Contrast Stitching

Height adjustable electric lift
Height range 25-1/2” - 39-1/2”

Fixed height

H”83 gnidnatSH”92 ecnerefnoC
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The LCS Conference table rises to the needs of flexible
meeting spaces.

Whether it is for a large formal conference room, or a casual
meeting space, this height adjustable conference table
e�ortlessly transitions from seated height to standing. The
LCS Conference table is supported by a secure, yet
elegantly, stitched neather covered base. Discreet wire
management keeps cables out of sight while the innovative
cantilever design can support the weight of up to 375lbs.
Electric height adjustable bases and seated fixed-height
bases are available.

LCS table, Lounge, Conference or Standing height with the
push of a button.

Surface Shapes
All standard Nienkämper veneers and laminates

Edge Details

Taper Edge (TE)

Flowform Edge (FF) Camber Edge (CE)

Self Edge (SE)

Facet Edge (FF)

Vox®  Simple Pop Forum

Connectivity
Nienkämper o�ers connectivity solutions for LCS 
Conference tables. Vox® Simple Forum and Simple 
Pop-Up o�ers power, USB charging and AV connectivity.

All cables are concealed on the underside of the table by 
metal shrouds. Shrouds come standard in a black 
powder coat finish.

Sizes
LCS Conference tables are available in standard sizes:
Width: 42”, 48”, 54”, 60”
Length: 96”, 108”, 120”, 132”, 144”, 156”

Rectangular

Super Elipse Racetrack

BoatRectangular with 
soft corner

Base Finish

Black Neather
Contrast Stitching

Gunmetal Leather
Contrast Stitching

Height adjustable electric lift
Height range 25-1/2” - 39-1/2”

Fixed height

H”83gnidnatSH”92ecnerefnoC

Nienkämper Vox LCS Conference table rises to the needs of 

flexible meeting spaces.

Whether it is for a large formal conference room, or a casual 

meeting space, this height adjustable conference table e ortlessly 

transitions from seated height to standing. The Vox LCS 

Conference table is supported by a secure, yet elegantly, stitched 

neather covered base. Discreet wire management keeps cables 

out of sight while the innovative cantilever design can support the 

weight of up to 375lbs. Electric height adjustable bases and seated 

fixed-height bases are available. 

Vox LCS table, Lounge, Conference or Standing height with the 

push of a button.
Connectivity
Nienkamper offers connectivity solutions for Vox LCS Conference 
Tables. Vox Simple Forum and Simple Pop-Up Forum offer power, 
USB charging and AV connectivity.   

All cables are concealed on the underside of the table by metal 
shrouds. Shrouds come standard in a black powder coat finish.  

Sizes
Vox LCS Conference Tables are available in standard sizes: 
Width: 42”, 48”, 54”, 60”
Length: 48”, 54”, 60”, 66”, 72” 

Vox Simple Pop-Up Forum
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